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Library Movie Night Free Showing of:

Where: 9-307 (The Social Science Hub,
behind the Library front desk)
When: Thurs., October 18th, 5pm-7pm
Free Pizza!

Did you know?

Sponsored by The Center for Student
Life and Leadership Development
Vending Commission

You can use an IMAGE -- such as a photograph, painting, chart
or graph -- in your research paper or essay. The right IMAGE can
help your reader better understand your point(s), illustrate your
ideas visually and even give extra evidence for your thesis.
Ask a librarian for help finding, citing and captioning images!

Fall 2018
Workshops
Formatting Works Cited
in Google Docs; ARTstor;
Kanopy and Films on
Demand!
Learn how to format your Works
Cited using Google Docs at either
of our two workshops!
Tues. Oct. 16th, 5:30 to 6:00 pm
Sat. Oct. 20th, 12:00 to 12:30 pm

Do you have a campus club or
event coming up? Would you like
to show documentaries or films as
part of your class? How about
using a movie clip during a
presentation? The Library offers
free access to two great film
streaming databases, Kanopy and
Films on Demand. Both these
databases include public
performance rights for all their
films!
Weds. Oct. 24th, 7:00 to 8:00 pm

Doing a presentation that requires
high-quality images? Want to
share groups of images with your
students or classmates? Learn
how at our How to Use ARTstor
workshop!
Thurs. Nov. 1st, 2:30 to 3:30 pm

All workshop will in the
Library Classroom, 9-312

Are you concerned about plagiarism?

To help you properly cite sources and avoiding plagiarizing, our Librarian
Cynthia McCarthy has created the LibGuide, Plagiarism: What it is and How to
Avoid It (http://guides.canadacollege.edu/plagiarism). This is great resource
to help you give appropriate credit to other writers and yourself!

Kanopy Recommendations
from Library Staff

The Love Witch

Modern Times

“A stylish tribute to 1960s technicolor horror, THE

“Charlie Chaplin's last outing as the Little Tramp

LOVE WITCH utilizes camp and pastiche to depict

puts the iconic character to work as a giddily inept

a feminist revision of the classics of a bygone era”

factory employee who becomes smitten with a
gorgeous gamine (Paulette Goddard).”

Like a combination of the original Wicker Man and
Hitchcock, but with a female point of view. Lush

My favorite Charlie Chaplin movie, full of humor,

visuals and a deeper movie than it seems.

action, and romance. The story is deeply aware of

-Diana Tedone-Goldstone (Librarian)

class struggles; the factory and prison scenes still
hold up, while the difficulties of finding a good job
are as relevant today as they were in 1936.
Paulette Goddard turns in an incredible
performance, easily holding her own alongside
Charlie. -Chris Burns (Librarian)

A UK advertising campaign for Guinness beer made famous the slogan, "Good
things come to those who wait." Scientific studies have since confirmed it to be
true!

This 1977 article from Cañada's Weathervane also reports on a study - this

one for a campus swimming pool - predicting construction could begin soon! In fact,
beginning in 2021, our new Kinesiology and Wellness Building really will sport a
state-of-the-art swimming pool. Is 44 years so long to wait? -Jessica Silver-Sharp

Spooky Books for dark nights
Find them at the Cañada College Library

The High Cost of Dying
and Other Stories

Zom-B Mission

A collection of classic EC comics
featuring schemes, tricks,
betrayal, and retribution in the
company's crime, horror, and
science fiction titles.

B Smith's first mission involves
relocating human survivors from London
to a barricaded community. But will the
evil influences that enter New Kirkland
pose an even greater threat than the
living dead outside the barricades?

Chilling Adventures of
Sabrina

Let the Right
One In

The classic teenage witch meets 60s
and 70s occult horror. Great illustrations
and chilling atmosphere. Yes, there is a
talking cat.

In this boy meets girl story, the girl is
a vampire. This Swedish novel will
keep you chilled and enthralled. This
copy is also signed by the author!

Through the Woods:
Stories by Emily Carrol
Stories about three sisters, two
brothers, a new bride, a mother, and a
pair of friends.

The Dream Cycle of
H.P. Lovecraft
A collection of short stores
including the entire Dream Cycle,
by the Godfather of horror
modern horror.

